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Abstract - On-line Social Applications (OSAs) are increasingly influencing the way people communicate with each other and share personal, professional and political information. Notable locales, for example, Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, and Google+ have a great many clients over the globe. With the wide ubiquity there are part of security and protection dangers to the users of On-line Social Applications (OSAs) such as breach of privacy, viral marketing, structural attacks, malware attacks and Profile Cloning. Informal communities have allowed individuals have their own virtual characters which they use to communicate with other online clients. It is likewise totally conceivable and normal for a client to have more than one online profile or even a totally unique mysterious online personality. Now and again it is expected to expose the namelessness of specific profiles, or to distinguish two contrast profiles as having a place with a similar client. Entity Resolution (ER) is the errand of coordinating two distinctive online profiles conceivably from interpersonal organizations. Solving ER has a identification of fake profiles. Our solution compares profiles based similar attributes. The system was tasked with matching two profiles that were in a pool of extremely similar profiles.
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1.INTRODUCTION

Social Applications have permitted people have their own virtual identities which they use to interact with other online users. Social Applications such as Facebook, Twitter and Google+ have attracted millions of users. One of the most widely used Social Applications, Facebook, recently had an initial public offering, which was among the biggest in Internet technology. These Social Applications allow real world people to create online profiles based on the information they give. The profiles are online identities that are capable of being totally independent of their real life identity. The interaction between these profiles happens through direct communication with other users, publishing posts and pictures, expressing opinions on other people’s content, etc. Each profile can be seen as a node on a graph and the friendship relations between profiles are the vertices, hence the term social network. Such profiles are created during the registration process. Since the registration process for the average social network requires the user to manually enter their information it is very easy and not an uncommon occurrence to create a profile with fake or erroneous information. It could be to the interest of multiple parties to acquire the public information of these profiles from different Social Applications to correlate and match data in order to identify a single entity with different profiles. This process of matching profiles into a single entity representing one real world entity is known as Entity Resolution. ER also has real world uses such as the construction of a more detailed source of information on people, searching for people across different Social Applications, employers being able to realize their worker up-and-comers more before contracting them, improving advertising methodologies, recognizing counterfeit profiles, and so on. we present an alternative form of comparing profiles that takes advantage of other information that is available, without using training phase. To solve ER, we went farther than just comparing image based features between profiles; we also compared other types of information if it was publically available. Image based features such as the profile’s images and posted images were compared with string comparison methods that obtain best results.

2.RELATED WORK

In this segment we present the literature survey of detecting fake profile in online social applications. Table 1 represent the survey overview.
2.1. CHALLENGES IN EXISTING WORK

No prior work has fully analyzed whether these notions of romance introduce traits that could be leveraged to build a detection system. Simple categorical information relating to the user, such as age, gender, ethnicity only has been used but it wasn’t provided an effective result.

The short textual self-description from the user, in which they advertise their key traits and interests are also results in failure. There is possibility of misuse of account and photos by another user. Once the account has been mistaken it is considered as cybercrime.

3. IMPLEMENTATION

The proposed system detects profile cloning in the same site. The technique uses Steganography in which an id is added to the profile pictures and posted pictures. The id will be an email id of the user which is added to the image while uploading. If another user tries to create a profile using the images from another user profile, notification will be sent to that user. No other account can’t be able to create on the same user name. If the user tries to create fake account, notification will be send to respective user.
3.2. USING STEGANOGRAPHY TO HIDE AN ID IN THE USER’S PHOTOS

This module consists of a new steganographic algorithm for hiding data in images. Steganography is the act of concealing secret message inside any media.

Most data hiding systems take advantage of human perceptual weaknesses we have tested few images with different sizes of data to be hidden and concluded that the resulting stego images do not have any noticeable changes.

Once another user who downloads the image cannot see the image as it is hidden. We have likewise utilized water mark strategies that won’t be noticeable in any event, for the clients.
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**Fig-3:** Uploading Page

3.3 MATCHING OF/uploaded picture WITH THE DATABASE

This module checks the picture uploaded during profile creation. The user can download an image but they cannot upload the same image due to the hidden data inside each photo. When another user creates an account using the pictures from another user, it will be immediately flagged as an existing profile picture and therefore preventing the user from creating a fake profile.
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**Fig-4:** Data flow diagram for matching process

3.4. NOTIFYING THE ORIGINAL USER

This module informs the original user a fake profile implicating him is being created. The user can then verify whether it is him creating a duplicate profile or someone else creating fake profile of him. The original user can then prevent or allow the profile creation. A notification via a text message or mail is sent.
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**Fig-5:** Notification Process

4. CONCLUSION

We solved Entity Resolution with our system and used it to compare online user profiles from social applications in order to identify cloned profiles. Our systems compare two images and identify them as fake or not. We are using Steganography Algorithm that
hides the information inside the image. In this way new images that are uploaded in our site are compared to the existing user profiles. If the image is identified as an existing image then a notification is sent to original user. The original user allows the uploading, then images was uploaded otherwise blocked.
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